A ROYAL STAY
MAHABALESHWAR

“Nothing awakens reminiscence like an Aroma”
- Victor Hugo
Nothing is more memorable than a smell. One scent can unexpected, momentary and ﬂee ng,
yet evoke up a childhood summer beside a lake in the mountains. Come experience, the scent of
the lake and the feeling of the woods. Get enchanted by the scent Eucalyptus trees, blossoming
ﬂora and the petrichor.

AROMA, where memories come alive..

AROMA LATERITE CHALETS is located at Panchgani, Mahabaleshwar.
The name AROMA represents the subtle, pervasive quality, atmosphere of the exis ng
loca on. The property is surrounded by tall eucalyptus, mango, jamun trees and a lake.

Aroma Laterite Chalets is a bas on of luxury and elegance. The resort is set in lush green
carefully manicured gardens. It is a showcase for grand architecture, a sun-drenched atrium,
wide shady corridors and ﬂower lined pa os for a memorable stay.
The architecture is royal and tradi onal, yet contemporary.

Constructed in laterite (Jambha) stone, the architecture has been perfectly accomplished to
create a balance with the surrounding nature.

AROMA LATERITE CHALETS makes a
perfect gateway from busy life.
We have a 250 seat Amphitheatre,
ample open space to conduct any
celebra ons, social gatherings,
conferences and events.
Spa ‘n’ Wellness at AROMA is an
absolute escape to peace, tranquility
and self- consciousness, catering
various body therapies.

AROMA’s kitchen serves exquisite vegetarian cuisine. Relish
the dining experience outdoors amidst the nature or indoors
at Aroma restaurant. Live chef sta on, serving breakfast,
lunch and dinner daily. We oﬀer a diverse mix of Indian and
interna onal dishes for everyone.
The vast range of available op ons will ensure plenty of
variety for guests.
Indulge in the delectable ﬂavours and savour the vegetarian
cuisine at AROMA has its own farmland.
We cul vate our own Strawberries and Vegetables right in the
backyard.

AROMA houses fully furnished suites that are
spacious, lavish and comfortable, consis ng of all
modern ameni es.
Each Suite has a living room with dry kitchene e,
two bedrooms a ached with sit out and bathroom.
Every suite has unique theme.
Each theme is though ully designed to give a new
experience altogether.
Enjoy the mesmerizing view from the big window
openings and sit out, that every suite oﬀers.

AROMA is designed to suit both family holidays and the corporate business travelers.
Away from the din of the overﬂowing streets, it provides a complete refreshing experience to
the holiday makers. Set in a beau ful lush green landscape, with serene and tranquil
surroundings,
AROMA is an ideal venue for mee ng and team-building programs.

ABOUT MAHABLESWAR
Mahabaleshwar is a hill sta on located in the Sahyadri range. It stands at a height of 1,353 meters
above the sea level. It served as a summer capital in the Bri sh Raj. Mahabaleshwar also the is
largest strawberry cul vator of the country. It is the source of the Krishna River that ﬂows through
Maharashtra, Karnataka, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh Venna Lake is one of the most famous
and the busiest tourist a rac ons in Mahabaleshwar
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www.aromamahabaleshwar.com
estate@aromafarms.in
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